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On the evening of November 7, 2012, Darral Laviene, 26 year old San Pablo
Resident and Dijon Campbell, 35 from Vallejo, were dropped off at a Vallejo
hospital with serious injuries. Both men were uncooperative with Vallejo Police
Detectives as to how they had been injured.
Vallejo Police was notified by a man that he had been the victim of a home
invasion robbery in the 700 block of Pope Drive in Vallejo shortly before the men
arrived at the hospital. Upon completing an investigation and interviews of
Laviene and Campbell, they were both arrested for armed robbery. It was
determined that the injuries sustained by the suspect occurred as the victim was
defending his life from an armed assault. A third suspect in this case has been
identified as Terrence Scott and a warrant has been issued for his arrest for
armed robbery. He should be considered armed. The man pictured on the left is
believed to be associated with the suspects and detectives would like to talk to
him.
Any information should be forwarded to Det. Fabio Rodriguez 1-800-488-9383.
Identity Sought

Wanted for Home Invasion Robbery

Terrence Scott
DOB: 03/03/1988
Information can be provided to VPD at 800-488-9383 24 hours a day
The Solano Crime Stoppers™ tip line (644-STOP) is a anonymous tip line that offers cash
rewards for phone tips that solve violent and/or serious crimes committed in the Vallejo area.
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